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UNIX Network Programming Feb 23 2022 A practical book that
explains many of the details that have been considered a mystery, this
guidebook focuses on the design, development, and coding of networking
software under the UNIX operating system. It begins by showing how a
fundamental basic for networking programming is interprocess
communication (IPC), and a requisite for understanding IPC is a
knowledge of what constitutes a process. Throughout, the text provides
both a description and examples of how and why a particular solution is
arrived at.
Learning Python Network Programming Nov 10 2020 Network
programming has always been a demanding task. With full-featured and
well documented libraries all the way up the stack, Python makes
network programming the enjoyable experience it should be. Starting
with a walkthrough of today's major networking protocols, with this book
you'll learn how to employ Python for network programming, how to
request and retrieve web resources, and how to extract data in major
formats over the Web. You'll utilize Python for e-mailing using different
protocols and you'll interact with remote systems and IP and DNS
networking. As the book progresses, socket programming will be
covered, followed by how to design servers and the pros and cons of
multithreaded and event-driven architectures. You'll develop practical
client-side applications, including web API clients, e-mail clients, SSH,
and FTP. These applications will also be implemented through existing
web application frameworks.
Network Programming with Rust Aug 08 2020 Learn to write servers and
network clients using Rust’s low-level socket classes with this guide Key
Features Build a solid foundation in Rust while also mastering important
network programming details Leverage the power of a number of
available libraries to perform network operations in Rust Develop a fully
functional web server to gain the skills you need, fast Book Description
Rust is low-level enough to provide fine-grained control over memory
while providing safety through compile-time validation. This makes it
uniquely suitable for writing low-level networking applications. This book
is divided into three main parts that will take you on an exciting journey
of building a fully functional web server. The book starts with a solid
introduction to Rust and essential networking concepts. This will lay a
foundation for, and set the tone of, the entire book. In the second part,
we will take an in-depth look at using Rust for networking software.
From client-server networking using sockets to IPv4/v6, DNS, TCP, UDP,
you will also learn about serializing and deserializing data using serde.
The book shows how to communicate with REST servers over HTTP. The
final part of the book discusses asynchronous network programming
using the Tokio stack. Given the importance of security for modern
systems, you will see how Rust supports common primitives such as TLS
and public-key cryptography. After reading this book, you will be more
than confident enough to use Rust to build effective networking software
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What you will learn Appreciate why networking is important in
implementing distributed systems Write a non-asynchronous echo server
over TCP that talks to a client over a network Parse JSON and binary
data using parser combinators such as nom Write an HTTP client that
talks to the server using reqwest Modify an existing Rust HTTTP server
and add SSL to it Master asynchronous programming support in Rust
Use external packages in a Rust project Who this book is for This book is
for software developers who want to write networking software with
Rust. A basic familiarity with networking concepts is assumed. Beginnerlevel knowledge of Rust will help but is not necessary.
An Introduction to Network Programming with Java Jun 29 2022
Since the second edition of this text, the use of the Internet and networks
generally has continued to expand at a phenomenal rate. This has led to
both an increase in demand for network software and to improvements in
the technology used to run such networks, with the latter naturally
leading to changes in the former. During this time, the Java libraries
have been updated to keep up with the new developments in network
technology, so that the Java programming language continues to be one
of the mainstays of network software development. In providing a very
readable text that avoids getting immersed in low-level technical details,
while still providing a useful, practical guide to network programming for
both undergraduates and busy IT professionals, this third edition
continues the trend of its predecessors. To retain its currency, the text
has been updated to reflect changes that have taken place in Java's
network technology over the past seven years (including the release of
Java 7), whilst retaining its notable features of numerous code examples,
screenshots and end-of-chapter exercises.
C++ Network Programming, Volume 2 Sep 08 2020 Do you need to
develop flexible software that can be customized quickly? Do you need to
add the power and efficiency of frameworks to your software? The
ADAPTIVE Communication Environment (ACE) is an open-source toolkit
for building high-performance networked applications and nextgeneration middleware. ACE's power and flexibility arise from objectoriented frameworks, used to achieve the systematic reuse of networked
application software. ACE frameworks handle common network
programming tasks and can be customized using C++ language features
to produce complete distributed applications. C++ Network
Programming, Volume 2, focuses on ACE frameworks, providing
thorough coverage of the concepts, patterns, and usage rules that form
their structure. This book is a practical guide to designing objectoriented frameworks and shows developers how to apply frameworks to
concurrent networked applications. C++ Networking, Volume 1,
introduced ACE and the wrapper facades, which are basic network
computing ingredients. Volume 2 explains how frameworks build on
wrapper facades to provide higher-level communication services. Written
by two experts in the ACE community, this book contains: An overview of
ACE frameworks Design dimensions for networked services Descriptions
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of the key capabilities of the most important ACE frameworks Numerous
C++ code examples that demonstrate how to use ACE frameworks C++
Network Programming, Volume 2, teaches how to use frameworks to
write networked applications quickly, reducing development effort and
overhead. It will be an invaluable asset to any C++ developer working on
networked applications.
Network Programmability and Automation Apr 03 2020 Like sysadmins
before them, network engineers are finding that they cannot do their
work manually anymore. As the field faces new protocols, technologies,
delivery models, and a pressing need for businesses to be more agile and
flexible, network automation is becoming essential. This practical guide
shows network engineers how to use a range of technologies and
tools—including Linux, Python, JSON, and XML—to automate their
systems through code. Network programming and automation will help
you simplify tasks involved in configuring, managing, and operating
network equipment, topologies, services, and connectivity. Through the
course of the book, you’ll learn the basic skills and tools you need to
make this critical transition. This book covers: Python programming
basics: data types, conditionals, loops, functions, classes, and modules
Linux fundamentals to provide the foundation you need on your network
automation journey Data formats and models: JSON, XML, YAML, and
YANG for networking Jinja templating and its applicability for creating
network device configurations The role of application programming
interfaces (APIs) in network automation Source control with Git to
manage code changes during the automation process How Ansible, Salt,
and StackStorm open source automation tools can be used to automate
network devices Key tools and technologies required for a Continuous
Integration (CI) pipeline in network operations
Java Network Programming Jan 01 2020 A package which provides an indepth tutorial on programming networked applications with Java. It
offers complete coverage of the Java networking APIs, including streams,
TCP/IP and UDP/IP, with practical examples. The pack presents a
cryptographic framework for developing Internet applications.
Boost.Asio C++ Network Programming Cookbook Jan 13 2021 Over 25
hands-on recipes to create robust and highly-efficient cross-platform
distributed applications with the Boost.Asio library About This Book
Build highly efficient distributed applications with ease Enhance your
cross-platform network programming skills with one of the most
reputable C++ libraries Find solutions to real-world problems related to
network programming with ready-to-use recipes using this detailed and
practical handbook Who This Book Is For If you want to enhance your
C++ network programming skills using the Boost.Asio library and
understand the theory behind development of distributed applications,
this book is just what you need. The prerequisite for this book is
experience with general C++11. To get the most from the book and
comprehend advanced topics, you will need some background experience
in multithreading. What You Will Learn Boost your working knowledge of
one of the most reputable C++ networking libraries—Boost.Asio
Familiarize yourself with the basics of TCP and UDP protocols Create
scalable and highly-efficient client and server applications Understand
the theory behind development of distributed applications Increase the
security of your distributed applications by adding SSL support
Implement a HTTP client easily Use iostreams, scatter-gather buffers,
and timers In Detail Starting with recipes demonstrating the execution of
basic Boost.Asio operations, the book goes on to provide ready-to-use
implementations of client and server applications from simple
synchronous ones to powerful multithreaded scalable solutions. Finally,
you are presented with advanced topics such as implementing a chat
application, implementing an HTTP client, and adding SSL support. All
the samples presented in the book are ready to be used in real projects
just out of the box. As well as excellent practical examples, the book also
includes extended supportive theoretical material on distributed
application design and construction. Style and approach This book is a
set of recipes, each containing the statement and description of a
particular practical problem followed by code sample providing the
solution to the problem and detailed step-by-step explanation. Recipes
are grouped by topic into chapters and ordered by the level of complexity
from basic to advanced.
Boost. Asio C++ Network Programming - Second Edition Oct 10
2020 Learn effective C++ network programming with Boost.Asio and
become a proficient C++ network programmerAbout This Book- Learn
efficient C++ network programming with minimum coding using
Boost.Asio- Your one-stop destination to everything related to the
Boost.Asio library- Explore the fundamentals of networking to choose
designs with more examples, and learn the basics of Boost.Asio Who This
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Book Is ForThis book is for C++ Network programmers with basic
knowledge of network programming, but no knowledge of how to use
Boost.Asio for network programming.What You Will Learn- Prepare the
tools to simplify network programming in C++ using Boost.Asio- Explore
the networking concepts of IP addressing, TCP/IP ports and protocols,
and LAN topologies- Get acquainted with the usage of the Boost
libraries- Get to know more about the content of Boost.Asio network
programming and Asynchronous programming- Establish communication
between client and server by creating client-server applicationUnderstand the various functions inside Boost.Asio C++ libraries to
delve into network programming- Discover how to debug and run the
code successfullyIn DetailBoost.Asio is a C++ library used for network
programming operations.Organizations use Boost because of its
productivity. Use of these high-quality libraries speed up initial
development, result in fewer bugs, reduce reinvention-of-the-wheel, and
cut long-term maintenance costs. Using Boost libraries gives an
organization a head start in adopting new technologies.This book will
teach you C++ Network programming using synchronous and
asynchronous operations in Boost.Asio with minimum code, along with
the fundamentals of Boost, server-client applications, debugging, and
more.You will begin by preparing and setting up the required tools to
simplify your network programming in C++ with Boost.Asio. Then you
will learn about the basic concepts in networking such as IP addressing,
TCP/IP protocols, and LAN with its topologies. This will be followed by an
overview of the Boost libraries and their usage.Next you will get to know
more about Boost.Asio and its concepts related to network programming.
We will then go on to create a client-server application, helping you to
understand the networking concepts. Moving on, you will discover how
to use all the functions inside the Boost.Asio C++ libraries. Lastly, you
will understand how to debug the code if there are errors found and will
run the code successfully.Style and approachAn example-oriented book
to show you the basics of networking and help you create a network
application simply using Boost.Asio, with more examples for you to get
up and running with Boost.Asio quickly.
Network Programming for Microsoft Windows Apr 27 2022 Practical
explanations are given of Microsoft's networking APIs. This definitive
reference covers the network programming interfaces available on the
Windows 98, Windows NT/200, and Windows CE platforms. The CD-ROM
features reusable code examples in Visual C++.
Hands-On Network Programming with C Oct 22 2021 A
comprehensive guide to programming with network sockets,
implementing Internet protocols, designing IoT devices, and much more
with C Key FeaturesLeverage your C or C++ programming skills to build
powerful network applicationsGet to grips with a variety of network
protocols that allow you to load web pages, send emails, and do much
moreWrite portable network code for operating systems such as
Windows, Linux, and macOSBook Description Network programming, a
challenging topic in C, is made easy to understand with a careful
exposition of socket programming APIs. This book gets you started with
modern network programming in C and the right use of relevant
operating system APIs. This book covers core concepts, such as
hostname resolution with DNS, that are crucial to the functioning of the
modern web. You’ll delve into the fundamental network protocols, TCP
and UDP. Essential techniques for networking paradigms such as clientserver and peer-to-peer models are explained with the help of practical
examples. You’ll also study HTTP and HTTPS (the protocols responsible
for web pages) from both the client and server perspective. To keep up
with current trends, you’ll apply the concepts covered in this book to
gain insights into web programming for IoT. You’ll even get to grips with
network monitoring and implementing security best practices. By the
end of this book, you’ll have experience of working with client-server
applications, and be able to implement new network programs in C. The
code in this book is compatible with the older C99 version as well as the
latest C18 and C++17 standards. Special consideration is given to
writing robust, reliable, and secure code that is portable across
operating systems, including Winsock sockets for Windows and POSIX
sockets for Linux and macOS. What you will learnUncover cross-platform
socket programming APIsImplement techniques for supporting IPv4 and
IPv6Understand how TCP and UDP connections work over IPDiscover
how hostname resolution and DNS workInterface with web APIs using
HTTP and HTTPSAcquire hands-on experience with Simple Mail Transfer
Protocol (SMTP)Apply network programming to the Internet of Things
(IoT)Who this book is for If you're a developer or a system administrator
who wants to enter the world of network programming, this book is for
you. Basic knowledge of C programming is assumed.
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Python Network Programming Dec 24 2021 Power up your network
applications with Python programming Key FeaturesMaster Python skills
to develop powerful network applicationsGrasp the fundamentals and
functionalities of SDNDesign multi-threaded, event-driven architectures
for echo and chat serversBook Description This Learning Path highlights
major aspects of Python network programming such as writing simple
networking clients, creating and deploying SDN and NFV systems, and
extending your network with Mininet. You’ll also learn how to automate
legacy and the latest network devices. As you progress through the
chapters, you’ll use Python for DevOps and open source tools to test,
secure, and analyze your network. Toward the end, you'll develop clientside applications, such as web API clients, email clients, SSH, and FTP,
using socket programming. By the end of this Learning Path, you will
have learned how to analyze a network's security vulnerabilities using
advanced network packet capture and analysis techniques. This Learning
Path includes content from the following Packt products: Practical
Network Automation by Abhishek Ratan Mastering Python Networking
by Eric ChouPython Network Programming Cookbook, Second Edition by
Pradeeban Kathiravelu, Dr. M. O. Faruque SarkerWhat you will
learnCreate socket-based networks with asynchronous modelsDevelop
client apps for web APIs, including S3 Amazon and TwitterTalk to email
and remote network servers with different protocolsIntegrate Python
with Cisco, Juniper, and Arista eAPI for automationUse Telnet and SSH
connections for remote system monitoringInteract with websites via
XML-RPC, SOAP, and REST APIsBuild networks with Ryu, OpenDaylight,
Floodlight, ONOS, and POXConfigure virtual networks in different
deployment environmentsWho this book is for If you are a Python
developer or a system administrator who wants to start network
programming, this Learning Path gets you a step closer to your goal. IT
professionals and DevOps engineers who are new to managing network
devices or those with minimal experience looking to expand their
knowledge and skills in Python will also find this Learning Path useful.
Although prior knowledge of networking is not required, some
experience in Python programming will be helpful for a better
understanding of the concepts in the Learning Path.
Java I/O Nov 30 2019 All of Java's Input/Output (I/O) facilities are based
on streams, which provide simple ways to read and write data of
different types. Java provides many different kinds of streams, each with
its own application. The universe of streams is divided into four
largecategories: input streams and output streams, for reading and
writing binary data; and readers and writers, for reading and writing
textual (character) data. You're almost certainly familiar with the basic
kinds of streams--but did you know that there's a CipherInputStream for
reading encrypted data? And a ZipOutputStream for
automaticallycompressing data? Do you know how to use buffered
streams effectively to make your I/O operations more efficient? Java I/O,
2nd Edition has been updated for Java 5.0 APIs and tells you all you ever
need to know about streams--and probably more. A discussion of I/O
wouldn't be complete without treatment of character sets and
formatting. Java supports the Unicode standard, which provides
definitions for the character sets of most written languages.
Consequently, Java is the first programming language that lets you do
I/O in virtually any language. Java also provides a sophisticated model for
formatting textual and numeric data. Java I/O, 2nd Edition shows you
how to control number formatting, use characters aside from the
standard (but outdated) ASCII character set, and get a head start on
writing truly multilingual software. Java I/O, 2nd Edition includes:
Coverage of all I/O classes and related classes In-depth coverage of
Java's number formatting facilities and its support for international
character sets
Python Network Programming Techniques Jul 27 2019 Become wellversed with network programmability by solving the most commonly
encountered problems using Python 3 and open-source packages Key
FeaturesExplore different Python packages to automate your
infrastructureLeverage AWS APIs and the Python library Boto3 to
administer your public cloud network efficientlyGet started with
infrastructure automation by enhancing your network programming
knowledgeBook Description Network automation offers a powerful new
way of changing your infrastructure network. Gone are the days of
manually logging on to different devices to type the same configuration
commands over and over again. With this book, you'll find out how you
can automate your network infrastructure using Python. You'll get
started on your network automation journey with a hands-on introduction
to the network programming basics to complement your infrastructure
knowledge. You'll learn how to tackle different aspects of network
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automation using Python programming and a variety of open source
libraries. In the book, you'll learn everything from templating, testing,
and deploying your configuration on a device-by-device basis to using
high-level REST APIs to manage your cloud-based infrastructure. Finally,
you'll see how to automate network security with Cisco's Firepower APIs.
By the end of this Python network programming book, you'll have not
only gained a holistic overview of the different methods to automate the
configuration and maintenance of network devices, but also learned how
to automate simple to complex networking tasks and overcome common
network programming challenges. What you will learnProgrammatically
connect to network devices using SSH (secure shell) to execute
commandsCreate complex configuration templates using PythonManage
multi-vendor or multi-device environments using network controller APIs
or unified interfacesUse model-driven programmability to retrieve and
change device configurationsDiscover how to automate post modification
network infrastructure testsAutomate your network security using
Python and Firepower APIsWho this book is for This book is for network
engineers who want to make the most of Python to automate their
infrastructure. A basic understanding of Python programming and
common networking principles is necessary.
UNIX Network Programming: The sockets networking API Mar 03
2020 To build today's highly distributed, networked applications and
services, you need deep mastery of sockets and other key networking
APIs. One book delivers comprehensive, start-to-finish guidance for
building robust, high-performance networked systems in any
environment: UNIX Network Programming, Volume 1, Third Edition.
Network Programming in .NET Mar 27 2022 The purpose of this book
is to provide tools to design and implement network-orientated
applications in .NET. It is also a guide for software designers to choose
the best and most efficient way to implement mission critical solutions.
The book addresses real-world issues facing professional developers,
such as using third-party components as opposed in-house development.
It differentiates itself from existing .NET publications because it is aimed
at experienced professionals and concentrates on practical, ready-to-use
information. The book is written in two languages C# and VB.NET, and
covers never-before published information on Telephony in .NET and
packet-level networking. This is the second book in the Digital Press
Software Development Series. Coverage of lower level protocols allows
implementation of performance-centric applications Demonstrates the
feasibility of developing telephony solutions in-house rather than
outsourcing Written in VB.NET and C# to assist readers working in
either language Coverage of Email, FTP and the WWW allows
implementation of applications in all three areas
Neural Network Programming with Java - Second Edition Jan 31
2020 Create and unleash the power of neural networks by implementing
professional, clean, and clear Java codeAbout This Book* Learn to build
amazing projects using neural networks including forecasting the
weather and pattern recognition* Explore the Java multi-platform feature
to run your personal neural networks everywhere* This step-by-step
guide will help you solve real-world problems and links neural network
theory to their applicationWho This Book Is ForThis book is for Java
developers who want to know how to develop smarter applications using
the power of neural networks. Those who deal with a lot of complex data
and want to use it efficiently in their day-to-day apps will find this book
quite useful. Some basic experience with statistical computations is
expected.What You Will Learn* Develop an understanding of neural
networks and how they can be fitted* Explore the learning process of
neural networks* Build neural network applications with Java using
hands-on examples* Discover the power of neural network's
unsupervised learning process to extract the intrinsic knowledge hidden
behind the data* Apply the code generated in practical examples,
including weather forecasting and pattern recognition* Understand how
to make the best choice of learning parameters to ensure you have a
more effective application* Select and split data sets into training, test,
and validation, and explore validation strategiesIn DetailWant to discover
the current state-of-art in the field of neural networks that will let you
understand and design new strategies to apply to more complex
problems? This book takes you on a complete walkthrough of the process
of developing basic to advanced practical examples based on neural
networks with Java, giving you everything you need to stand out.You will
first learn the basics of neural networks and their process of learning.
We then focus on what Perceptrons are and their features. Next, you will
implement self-organizing maps using practical examples. Further on,
you will learn about some of the applications that are presented in this
book such as weather forecasting, disease diagnosis, customer profiling,
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generalization, extreme machine learning, and characters recognition
(OCR). Finally, you will learn methods to optimize and adapt neural
networks in real time.All the examples generated in the book are
provided in the form of illustrative source code, which merges objectoriented programming (OOP) concepts and neural network features to
enhance your learning experience.
TCP/IP Sockets in C Oct 29 2019 TCP/IP Sockets in C: Practical Guide
for Programmers, Second Edition is a quick and affordable way to gain
the knowledge and skills needed to develop sophisticated and powerful
web-based applications. The book's focused, tutorial-based approach
enables the reader to master the tasks and techniques essential to
virtually all client-server projects using sockets in C. This edition has
been expanded to include new advancements such as support for IPv6 as
well as detailed defensive programming strategies. If you program using
Java, be sure to check out this book’s companion, TCP/IP Sockets in Java:
Practical Guide for Programmers, 2nd Edition. Includes completely new
and expanded sections that address the IPv6 network environment,
defensive programming, and the select() system call, thereby allowing
the reader to program in accordance with the most current standards for
internetworking. Streamlined and concise tutelage in conjunction with
line-by-line code commentary allows readers to quickly program webbased applications without having to wade through unrelated and
discursive networking tenets.
The Definitive Guide to Linux Network Programming May 29 2022 *
Clear and abundant examples, using real-world code, written by three
experienced developers who write networking code for a living. *
Describes how to build clients and servers, explains how TCP, UDP, and
IP work, and shows how to debug networking applications via packet
sniffing and deconstruction. * Well suited for Windows developer looking
to expand to Linux, or for the proficient Linux developer looking to
incorporate client-server programming into their application.
Python Network Programming Cookbook Oct 02 2022 Discover practical
solutions for a wide range of real-world network programming tasks
About This Book Solve real-world tasks in the area of network
programming, system/networking administration, network monitoring,
and more. Familiarize yourself with the fundamentals and functionalities
of SDN Improve your skills to become the next-gen network engineer by
learning the various facets of Python programming Who This Book Is For
This book is for network engineers, system/network administrators,
network programmers, and even web application developers who want to
solve everyday network-related problems. If you are a novice, you will
develop an understanding of the concepts as you progress with this book.
What You Will Learn Develop TCP/IP networking client/server
applications Administer local machines' IPv4/IPv6 network interfaces
Write multi-purpose efficient web clients for HTTP and HTTPS protocols
Perform remote system administration tasks over Telnet and SSH
connections Interact with popular websites via web services such as
XML-RPC, SOAP, and REST APIs Monitor and analyze major common
network security vulnerabilities Develop Software-Defined Networks
with Ryu, OpenDaylight, Floodlight, ONOS, and POX Controllers Emulate
simple and complex networks with Mininet and its extensions for
network and systems emulations Learn to configure and build network
systems and Virtual Network Functions (VNF) in heterogeneous
deployment environments Explore various Python modules to program
the Internet In Detail Python Network Programming Cookbook - Second
Edition highlights the major aspects of network programming in Python,
starting from writing simple networking clients to developing and
deploying complex Software-Defined Networking (SDN) and Network
Functions Virtualization (NFV) systems. It creates the building blocks for
many practical web and networking applications that rely on various
networking protocols. It presents the power and beauty of Python to
solve numerous real-world tasks in the area of network programming,
network and system administration, network monitoring, and webapplication development. In this edition, you will also be introduced to
network modelling to build your own cloud network. You will learn about
the concepts and fundamentals of SDN and then extend your network
with Mininet. Next, you'll find recipes on Authentication, Authorization,
and Accounting (AAA) and open and proprietary SDN approaches and
frameworks. You will also learn to configure the Linux Foundation
networking ecosystem and deploy and automate your networks with
Python in the cloud and the Internet scale. By the end of this book, you
will be able to analyze your network security vulnerabilities using
advanced network packet capture and analysis techniques. Style and
approach This book follows a practical approach and covers major
aspects of network programming in Python. It provides hands-on recipes
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combined with short and concise explanations on code snippets. This
book will serve as a supplementary material to develop hands-on skills in
any academic course on network programming. This book further
elaborates network softwarization, including Software-Defined
Networking (SDN), Network Functions Virtualization (NFV), and
orchestration. We learn to configure and deploy enterprise network
platforms, develop applications on top of them with Python.
C++ Network Programming, Volume I Nov 22 2021 As networks,
devices, and systems continue to evolve, software engineers face the
unique challenge of creating reliable distributed applications within
frequently changing environments. C++ Network Programming, Volume
1, provides practical solutions for developing and optimizing complex
distributed systems using the ADAPTIVE Communication Environment
(ACE), a revolutionary open-source framework that runs on dozens of
hardware platforms and operating systems. This book guides software
professionals through the traps and pitfalls of developing efficient,
portable, and flexible networked applications. It explores the inherent
design complexities of concurrent networked applications and the
tradeoffs that must be considered when working to master them. C++
Network Programming begins with an overview of the issues and tools
involved in writing distributed concurrent applications. The book then
provides the essential design dimensions, patterns, and principles
needed to develop flexible and efficient concurrent networked
applications. The book's expert author team shows you how to enhance
design skills while applying C++ and patterns effectively to develop
object-oriented networked applications. Readers will find coverage of:
C++ network programming, including an overview and strategies for
addressing common development challenges The ACE Toolkit Connection
protocols, message exchange, and message-passing versus shared
memory Implementation methods for reusable networked application
services Concurrency in object-oriented network programming Design
principles and patterns for ACE wrapper facades With this book, C++
developers have at their disposal the most complete toolkit available for
developing successful, multiplatform, concurrent networked applications
with ease and efficiency.
Mastering Python for Networking and Security Aug 27 2019 Nowadays,
configuring a network and automating security protocols are quite
difficult to implement. However, using Python makes it easy to automate
this whole process. This book explains the process of using Python for
building networks, detecting network errors, and performing different
security protocols using Python Scripting.
Network Programming with Go Language Jul 07 2020 Dive into key
topics in network architecture implemented with the Google-backed open
source Go programming language. Networking topics such as data
serialization, application level protocols, character sets and encodings
are discussed and demonstrated in Go. This book has been updated to
the Go version 1.18 which includes modules, generics, and fuzzing along
with updated and additional examples. Beyond the fundamentals,
Network Programming with Go, Second Edition covers key networking
and security issues such as HTTP protocol changes, validation and
templates, remote procedure call (RPC) and REST comparison, and
more. Additionally, authors Ronald Petty and Jan Newmarch guide you in
building and connecting to a complete web server based on Go. Along
the way, use of a Go web toolkit (Gorilla) will be employed. This book can
serve as both an essential learning guide and reference on networking
concepts and implementation in Go. Free source code is available on
Github for this book under Creative Commons open source license. What
You Will Learn Perform network programming with Go (including JSON
and RPC) Understand Gorilla, the Golang web toolkit, and how to use it
Implement a microservice architecture with Go Leverage Go features
such as generics, fuzzing Master syscalls and how to employ them with
Go Who This Book Is For Anyone interested in learning networking
concepts implemented in modern Go. Basic knowledge in Go is assumed,
however, the content and examples in this book are approachable with
modest development experience in other languages.
Foundations of Python Network Programming Jun 17 2021 This
second edition of Foundations of Python Network Programming targets
Python 2.5 through Python 2.7, the most popular production versions of
the language. Python has made great strides since Apress released the
first edition of this book back in the days of Python 2.3. The advances
required new chapters to be written from the ground up, and others to
be extensively revised. You will learn fundamentals like IP, TCP, DNS
and SSL by using working Python programs; you will also be able to
familiarize yourself with infrastructure components like memcached and
message queues. You can also delve into network server designs, and
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compare threaded approaches with asynchronous event-based solutions.
But the biggest change is this edition's expanded treatment of the web.
The HTTP protocol is covered in extensive detail, with each feature
accompanied by sample Python code. You can use your HTTP protocol
expertise by studying an entire chapter on screen scraping and you can
then test lxml and BeautifulSoup against a real-world web site. The
chapter on web application programming now covers both the WSGI
standard for component interoperability, as well as modern web
frameworks like Django. Finally, all of the old favorites from the first
edition are back: E-mail protocols like SMTP, POP, and IMAP get full
treatment, as does XML-RPC. You can still learn how to code Python
network programs using the Telnet and FTP protocols, but you are likely
to appreciate the power of more modern alternatives like the paramiko
SSH2 library. If you are a Python programmer who needs to learn the
network, this is the book that you want by your side.
Foundations of Python Network Programming Mar 15 2021 * Covers
low-level networking in Python —essential for writing a new networked
application protocol. * Many working examples demonstrate concepts in
action -- and can be used as starting points for new projects. *
Networked application security is demystified. * Exhibits and explains
multitasking network servers using several models, including forking,
threading, and non-blocking sockets. * Features extensive coverage of
Web and E-mail. Describes Python's database APIs.
Practical Network Automation Jun 05 2020 Get More from your Network
with Automation tools to increase its effectiveness. About This Book Get
started with network automation (and different automation tasks) with
relevant use cases Apply software design principles such as Continuous
Integration and DevOps to your network toolkit Guides you through some
best practices in automation Who This Book Is For If you are a network
engineer looking for an extensive guide to help you automate and
manage your network efficiently, then this book is for you. What You Will
Learn Get the detailed analysis of Network automation Trigger
automations through available data factors Improve data center
robustness and security through specific access and data digging Get an
Access to APIs from Excel for dynamic reporting Set up a communication
with SSH-based devices using netmiko Make full use of practical use
cases and best practices to get accustomed with the various aspects of
network automation In Detail Network automation is the use of IT
controls to supervise and carry out every-day network management
functions. It plays a key role in network virtualization technologies and
network functions. The book starts by providing an introduction to
network automation, SDN, and its applications, which include integrating
DevOps tools to automate the network efficiently. It then guides you
through different network automation tasks and covers various data
digging and reporting methodologies such as IPv6 migration, DC
relocations, and interface parsing, all the while retaining security and
improving data center robustness. The book then moves on to the use of
Python and the management of SSH keys for machine-to-machine (M2M)
communication, all followed by practical use cases. The book also covers
the importance of Ansible for network automation including best
practices in automation, ways to test automated networks using different
tools, and other important techniques. By the end of the book, you will be
well acquainted with the various aspects of network automation. Style
and approach A clear, concise, and straightforward book that will enable
you to automate networks and improve performance.
Boost.Asio C++ Network Programming Jul 31 2022 Learn effective
C++ network programming with Boost.Asio and become a proficient
C++ network programmer About This Book Learn efficient C++ network
programming with minimum coding using Boost.Asio Your one-stop
destination to everything related to the Boost.Asio library Explore the
fundamentals of networking to choose designs with more examples, and
learn the basics of Boost.Asio Who This Book Is For This book is for C++
Network programmers with basic knowledge of network programming,
but no knowledge of how to use Boost.Asio for network programming.
What You Will Learn Prepare the tools to simplify network programming
in C++ using Boost.Asio Explore the networking concepts of IP
addressing, TCP/IP ports and protocols, and LAN topologies Get
acquainted with the usage of the Boost libraries Get to know more about
the content of Boost.Asio network programming and Asynchronous
programming Establish communication between client and server by
creating client-server application Understand the various functions
inside Boost.Asio C++ libraries to delve into network programming
Discover how to debug and run the code successfully In Detail Boost.Asio
is a C++ library used for network programming operations.
Organizations use Boost because of its productivity. Use of these highfoundations-of-python-3-network-programming-second-edition-s-for-professionals-by-professionals

quality libraries speed up initial development, result in fewer bugs,
reduce reinvention-of-the-wheel, and cut long-term maintenance costs.
Using Boost libraries gives an organization a head start in adopting new
technologies. This book will teach you C++ Network programming using
synchronous and asynchronous operations in Boost.Asio with minimum
code, along with the fundamentals of Boost, server-client applications,
debugging, and more. You will begin by preparing and setting up the
required tools to simplify your network programming in C++ with
Boost.Asio. Then you will learn about the basic concepts in networking
such as IP addressing, TCP/IP protocols, and LAN with its topologies.
This will be followed by an overview of the Boost libraries and their
usage. Next you will get to know more about Boost.Asio and its concepts
related to network programming. We will then go on to create a clientserver application, helping you to understand the networking concepts.
Moving on, you will discover how to use all the functions inside the
Boost.Asio C++ libraries. Lastly, you will understand how to debug the
code if there are errors found and will run the code successfully. Style
and approach An example-oriented book to show you the basics of
networking and help you create a network application simply using
Boost.Asio, with more examples for you to get up and running with
Boost.Asio quickly.
Advanced Programming in the UNIX Environment Jun 25 2019 The
revision of the definitive guide to Unix system programming is now
available in a more portable format.
Learning Network Programming with Java Aug 20 2021 Harness the
hidden power of Java to build network-enabled applications with lower
network traffic and faster processes About This Book Learn to deliver
superior server-to-server communication through the networking
channels Gain expertise of the networking features of your own
applications to support various network architectures such as
client/server and peer-to-peer Explore the issues that impact scalability,
affect security, and allow applications to work in a heterogeneous
environment Who This Book Is For Learning Network Programming with
Java is oriented to developers who wish to use network technologies to
enhance the utility of their applications. You should have a working
knowledge of Java and an interest in learning the latest in network
programming techniques using Java. No prior experience with network
development or special software beyond the Java SDK is needed. Upon
completion of the book, beginner and experienced developers will be
able to use Java to access resources across a network and the Internet.
What You Will Learn Connect to other applications using sockets Use
channels and buffers to enhance communication between applications
Access network services and develop client/server applications Explore
the critical elements of peer-to-peer applications and current
technologies available Use UDP to perform multicasting Address
scalability through the use of core and advanced threading techniques
Incorporate techniques into an application to make it more secure
Configure and address interoperability issues to enable your applications
to work in a heterogeneous environment In Detail Network-aware
applications are becoming more prevalent and play an ever-increasing
role in the world today. Connecting and using an Internet-based service
is a frequent requirement for many applications. Java provides numerous
classes that have evolved over the years to meet evolving network needs.
These range from low-level socket and IP-based approaches to those
encapsulated in software services. This book explores how Java supports
networks, starting with the basics and then advancing to more complex
topics. An overview of each relevant network technology is presented
followed by detailed examples of how to use Java to support these
technologies. We start with the basics of networking and then explore
how Java supports the development of client/server and peer-to-peer
applications. The NIO packages are examined as well as multitasking and
how network applications can address practical issues such as security.
A discussion on networking concepts will put many network issues into
perspective and let you focus on the appropriate technology for the
problem at hand. The examples used will provide a good starting point to
develop similar capabilities for many of your network needs. Style and
approach Each network technology's terms and concepts are introduced
first. This is followed up with code examples to explain these
technologies. Many of the examples are supplemented with alternate
Java 8 solutions when appropriate. Knowledge of Java 8 is not necessary
but these examples will help you better understand the power of Java 8.
Network Programming with Perl Apr 15 2021 A text focusing on the
methods and alternatives for designed TCP/IP-based client/server
systems and advanced techniques for specialized applications with Perl.
A guide examining a collection of the best third party modules in the
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Comprehensive Perl Archive Network. Topics covered: Perl function
libraries and techniques that allow programs to interact with resources
over a network. IO: Socket library ; Net: FTP library -- Telnet library -SMTP library ; Chat problems ; Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP)
issues ; Markup-language parsing ; Internet Protocol (IP) broadcasting
and multicasting.
Windows Sockets Network Programming Feb 11 2021 A growing number
of the 90,000 network programmers who bought Rich Stevens' UNIX
Network Programming need to address a topic not covered by this
classic--how to deal with Windows Sockets, also known as WinSock. This
book is the defintive word on WinSock, offering a complete tutorial on
how to work with Windows Sockets and sample code, which will be
available on the Internet.
Java Network Programming Nov 03 2022 A guide to developing
network programs covers networking fundamentals as well as TCP and
UDP sockets, multicasting protocol, content handlers, servlets, I/O,
parsing, Java Mail API, and Java Secure Sockets Extension.
UNIX Network Programming, Volume 2 Jan 25 2022 Well-implemented
interprocess communications (IPC) are key to the performance of
virtually every non-trivial UNIX program. In UNIX Network
Programming, Volume 2, Second Edition, legendary UNIX expert W.
Richard Stevens presents a comprehensive guide to every form of IPC,
including message passing, synchronization, shared memory, and
Remote Procedure Calls (RPC). Stevens begins with a basic introduction
to IPC and the problems it is intended to solve. Step-by-step you'll learn
how to maximize both System V IPC and the new Posix standards, which
offer dramatic improvements in convenience and performance.
C# Network Programming Jul 19 2021 On its own, C# simplifies
network programming. Combine it with theprecise instruction found in
C# Network Programming, and you'llfind that building network
applications is easier and quicker thanever. This book helps newcomers
get started with a look at the basicsof network programming as they
relate to C#, including thelanguage's network classes, the Winsock
interface, and DNSresolution. Spend as much time here as you need,
then dig into thecore topics of the network layer. You'll learn to make
socketsconnections via TCP and "connectionless" connections via
UDP.You'll also discover just how much help C# gives you with some
ofyour toughest chores, such as asynchronous socket
programming,multithreading, and multicasting. Network-layer
techniques are just a means to an end, of course,and so this book keeps
going, providing a series of detailedapplication-layer programming
examples that show you how to workwith real protocols and real network
environments to build andimplement a variety of applications. Use SNMP
to manage networkdevices, SMTP to communicate with remote mail
servers, and HTTP toWeb-enable your applications. And use classes
native to C# to queryand modify Active Directory entries. Rounding it all
out is plenty of advanced coverage to push yourC# network
programming skills to the limit. For example, you'lllearn two ways to
share application methods across the network:using Web services and
remoting. You'll also master the securityfeatures intrinsic to C# and
.NET--features that stand to benefitall of your programming projects.
Twisted Network Programming Essentials Sep 20 2021 Written for
developers who want build applications using Twisted, this book presents
a task-oriented look at this open source, Python- based technology.
Network Programming with Go May 17 2021 Dive into key topics in
network architecture and Go, such as data serialization, application level
protocols, character sets and encodings. This book covers network
architecture and gives an overview of the Go language as a primer,
covering the latest Go release. Beyond the fundamentals, Network
Programming with Go covers key networking and security issues such as
HTTP and HTTPS, templates, remote procedure call (RPC), web sockets
including HTML5 web sockets, and more. Additionally, author Jan
Newmarch guides you in building and connecting to a complete web
server based on Go. This book can serve as both as an essential learning
guide and reference on Go networking. What You Will Learn Master
network programming with Go Carry out data serialization Use
application-level protocols Manage character sets and encodings Deal
with HTTP(S) Build a complete Go-based web server Work with RPC,
web sockets, and more Who This Book Is For Experienced Go
programmers and other programmers with some experience with the Go
language.
Python Network Programming Cookbook - Second Edition May 05
2020 Discover practical solutions for a wide range of real-world network
programming tasksAbout This Book* Solve real-world tasks in the area of
network programming, system/networking administration, network
foundations-of-python-3-network-programming-second-edition-s-for-professionals-by-professionals

monitoring, and more.* Familiarize yourself with the fundamentals and
functionalities of SDN* Improve your skills to become the next-gen
network engineer by learning the various facets of Python
programmingWho This Book Is ForThis book is for network engineers,
system/network administrators, network programmers, and even web
application developers who want to solve everyday network-related
problems. If you are a novice, you will develop an understanding of the
concepts as you progress with this book.What You Will Learn* Develop
TCP/IP networking client/server applications* Administer local machines'
IPv4/IPv6 network interfaces* Write multi-purpose efficient web clients
for HTTP and HTTPS protocols* Perform remote system administration
tasks over Telnet and SSH connections* Interact with popular websites
via web services such as XML-RPC, SOAP, and REST APIs* Monitor and
analyze major common network security vulnerabilities* Develop
Software-Defined Networks with Ryu, OpenDaylight, Floodlight, ONOS,
and POX Controllers* Emulate simple and complex networks with
Mininet and its extensions for network and systems emulations* Learn to
configure and build network systems and Virtual Network Functions
(VNF) in heterogeneous deployment environments* Explore various
Python modules to program the InternetIn DetailPython Network
Programming Cookbook - Second Edition highlights the major aspects of
network programming in Python, starting from writing simple
networking clients to developing and deploying complex SoftwareDefined Networking (SDN) and Network Functions Virtualization (NFV)
systems. It creates the building blocks for many practical web and
networking applications that rely on various networking protocols. It
presents the power and beauty of Python to solve numerous real-world
tasks in the area of network programming, network and system
administration, network monitoring, and web-application development.In
this edition, you will also be introduced to network modelling to build
your own cloud network. You will learn about the concepts and
fundamentals of SDN and then extend your network with Mininet. Next,
you'll find recipes on Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting
(AAA) and open and proprietary SDN approaches and frameworks. You
will also learn to configure the Linux Foundation networking ecosystem
and deploy and automate your networks with Python in the cloud and the
Internet scale.By the end of this book, you will be able to analyze your
network security vulnerabilities using advanced network packet capture
and analysis techniques.Style and approachThis book follows a practical
approach and covers major aspects of network programming in Python.
It provides hands-on recipes combined with short and concise
explanations on code snippets. This book will serve as a supplementary
material to develop hands-on skills in any academic course on network
programming. This book further elaborates network softwarization,
including Software-Defined Networking (SDN), Network Functions
Virtualization (NFV), and orchestration. We learn to configure and deploy
enterprise network platforms, develop applications on top of them with
Python.
Learning Python Networking Dec 12 2020 Achieve improved network
programmability and automation by leveraging powerful network
programming concepts, algorithms, and tools Key FeaturesDeal with
remote network servers using SSH, FTP, SNMP and LDAP
protocols.Design multi threaded and event-driven architectures for
asynchronous servers programming.Leverage your Python programming
skills to build powerful network applicationsBook Description Network
programming has always been a demanding task. With full-featured and
well-documented libraries all the way up the stack, Python makes
network programming the enjoyable experience it should be. Starting
with a walk through of today's major networking protocols, through this
book, you'll learn how to employ Python for network programming, how
to request and retrieve web resources, and how to extract data in major
formats over the web. You will utilize Python for emailing using different
protocols, and you'll interact with remote systems and IP and DNS
networking. You will cover the connection of networking devices and
configuration using Python 3.7, along with cloud-based network
management tasks using Python. As the book progresses, socket
programming will be covered, followed by how to design servers, and the
pros and cons of multithreaded and event-driven architectures. You'll
develop practical clientside applications, including web API clients, email
clients, SSH, and FTP. These applications will also be implemented
through existing web application frameworks. What you will
learnExecute Python modules on networking toolsAutomate tasks
regarding the analysis and extraction of information from a networkGet
to grips with asynchronous programming modules available in PythonGet
to grips with IP address manipulation modules using Python
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programmingUnderstand the main frameworks available in Python that
are focused on web applicationManipulate IP addresses and perform
CIDR calculationsWho this book is for If you're a Python developer or a
system administrator with Python experience and you're looking to take
your first steps in network programming, then this book is for you. If
you're a network engineer or a network professional aiming to be more
productive and efficient in networking programmability and automation
then this book would serve as a useful resource. Basic knowledge of
Python is assumed.
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Computer Networking: A Top-Down Approach Featuring the
Internet, 3/e Sep 28 2019
UNIX Network Programming Sep 01 2022 The Unix model;
Interprocess communication; A network primer; Communication
protocols; Berkeley sockets; System V transport layer interface; Library
routines; Security; Time and date routines; Ping routines; Trivial file
transfer protocol; Line printer spoolers; Remote command execution;
Remote login; Remote tape drive access; Performance; Remote
procedure calls.
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